ACTIVITY KIT

GOOSEBUMPS: GHOST CAMP
READ ALOUDS WITH ANNIE KENNEDY
WEEK 5
This is it, the final seven chapters of *Ghost Camp* by R.L. Stine! I'm so happy that you were able to join me on this spooky summer camp journey, and I can't wait to see what happens to Harry and Alex. Our new discussion questions for this week are listed below:

1. **Why do you think that Alex didn't tell Harry sooner about what Elvis had done?**

2. **In chapter 25, Marv says that “no one ever escapes Camp Spirit Moon.” Do you think that Harry and Alex are the first “living kids” to attend camp since the rest of the campers became ghosts? Why or why not?**
After the campers start arguing over Harry, they spin around until they become “a swirl of white light.” What do you think happens next for them?

If you were Harry, what would you think you would do after discovering what happened to Alex?